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This isn't actually about vampires. Not strictly. Not technically. But it got you in. It is about the
recent Newsweek article on blood transfusions from young to old, to battle aging. I was alerted to it at
Infowars, where Alex Jones is now bragging he was proved right again. Several years ago he claimed
the rich were doing this, but was shot down by the mainstream as a conspiracy theorist. Newsweek
doesn't admit this has been going on for a long time. In fact, they try to sell it as a new thing. Despite
that, smart money would be on the fact that this has been going on for a very long time, from long
before Jones came on the scene. That same smart money would also be on the probability that Jones is
wrong: this has nothing to do with child trafficking, child murder, ritual murder, or Satanism.
Why do I say that? Because none of that is necessary. Whether the rich want to be transfusing this
blood or drinking it, it is easy to obtain without murdering babies or anyone else. Why do I say that?
Because I remember that they were running blood drives at my high school back in the 1970s. They
had already been doing it for decades, I believe. They also run blood drives at most universities and
colleges. I remember thinking it was ghoulish back then. I thought that growing young people in their
teens needed their blood and shouldn't asked for it, especially with the sort of pressure that was applied.
They made it seem like a great public service, and that you were selfish if you didn't donate. I didn't
donate because I felt that I needed my blood. Plus, I knew that they would take a whole pint, which is
about 1/10th of the blood in the body (1/9 th for smaller people). It takes four to six weeks to restore that
blood in a healthy young person. I also suspected even then that the blood might not be going where
we were told it was. We were told it was going to local hospitals, for use in surgery. But I didn't
necessarily believe it then and I still don't believe it.
Given that they now admit this happens, and that there are no laws against it, or against young people
selling blood to rich old people, my guess is we still aren't being told the truth, by Jones or anyone else.
Just ask yourself this: if you were one of these rich old people, where would you get blood if you
wanted it? Would you be murdering babies or children? No. You would go where the blood is, right?
The blood is at the hospitals. And who owns all the hospitals? Oh, that's right. . . rich old people. The

Phoenicians own all the hospitals, which is convenient for our story here. Basically, nothing is
stopping them from getting all the blood they want from the hospitals they already own. They can get
all the young blood they want without paying a dime for it. How? By instructing those who are
collecting blood from high schools or colleges to simply label it as such. They may even tag blood
from particularly healthy or beautiful donors. Why wouldn't they? Once the blood is in storage, they
pay their operatives to “borrow” it as needed. After the transfusion, they replace it with their own old
blood. No one can tell the difference, and the stores aren't depleted. They are simply switched. The
supplies remain identical before and after, down to the blood type. They will even claim no harm done,
since most of the blood will be used in operations on older people. Those people don't need or even
expect young blood, so what's the difference?
You will say I have no evidence that is happening. But, by the same token, you have no evidence it
isn't. My question to you is, “Given how easy it would be, why wouldn't they be doing it?” They do
illegal stuff all the time without blinking an eye, so why wouldn't they do this? There is no contract
with those high school or college kids, saying the blood must be used in the hospital for surgeries.
There is no contract at all. It is a paperless transaction, treated as a gift, so those people collecting that
blood can do pretty much anything with it, including using it as shark bait. And even if there are laws
on the books, they would be impossible to enforce. No one would be enforcing this, because no one
even has any idea it is a possibility.
Which brings us to the next question: if it is happening, is it really that awful? The old people need it
and the young people don't much miss it, so why not? Well, yes, it is really that awful, and here is
why. It isn't nearly as awful as ritual human sacrifice for blood, so some may see it as a relief, but it is
still awful because, in the case it is proven to work, we would need express agreement from young
people and their parents that this was something they wanted to do. Then we would need express
agreement from society that it was something they wished to see happen. Then, supposing society
agreed to it, we would need a system in place to make sure that everyone had equal access to young
blood; or, given that the supplies would probably not support that, we would need to allot the blood
based on merit. In other words, old people that had given the most to society, and who could continue
to give to society with the help of blood transfusions would be at the top of the list. NOT rich people
who had been sucking from society their whole lives. Billionaire wolves and parasites would be at the
BOTTOM of the list.
Which reminds us why this is really so awful: there is no way to prevent the parasitic billionaires from
running the table on this, like they do with everything else. Given that these people run the government
at all levels, there would be absolutely no way police this or make it fair in any way. Which is exactly
why the issue has never raised its head above ground. They know we would never give them the blood
under any scheme, so they just take it in the dark of night. Like they do with most other things besides
blood. And, as with everything else, they will continue to do it no matter how obvious it becomes or
how much public opinion is against them.
Our only consolation is that it doesn't in fact seem to be very successful at preventing aging, much less
reversing it. If it is happening, we must assume all the wealthiest old people are doing it, and they still
look like garbage, as we have already established in previous papers. For instance, George Soros is
about 90. If this worked, he should look about 75. Instead, he looks about 120. Bill Gates is about 65.
If this worked, he should look about 50. Instead, he looks like a rough and crashing 70. So, as I have
said so often, these people need to look to something else. They need to look to their souls, which have
gone dark. They don't need new blood, they need light in their souls, and that can only be achieved by
changing their ways drastically and immediately.

Besides, if these people really wanted to look younger, shouldn't they just ask people who did look
younger how they did it? Wouldn't that be the logical thing to do? And yet no one has ever asked me
that question. Not once. I have consistently been guessed at 10-15 years younger than I am my entire
adult life, but no one ever asked me how it was done. I guess they just assumed it was my genes or
something. But honestly I don't think my genes have that much to do with it. I believe it is mostly a
function of my sleep. But the Phoenicians don't want to hear that, which is why they don't ask. They
don't have time to sleep a lot, since they are too busy raping the world. And they couldn't sleep a lot if
they wanted to, because their dreams prevent it. The bad conscience arises in the dreamworld, so they
avoid it. Which of course takes us back to the previous paragraph. To sleep properly, these people
would have to quit raping the world and start doing good. Once their souls lightened up a bit, they
would be able to sleep, and they would start looking better and younger.
Oh, and pretending to be a philanthropist won't cut it, guys. No one in the spirit world is buying that,
as you know. You have to make real changes, not just cosmetic ones. Moving billions into tax-exempt
charities didn't save Howard Hughes' soul and it won't save yours. Giving up your Dr. Evil worldconquering schemes and taking up gardening also won't cut it. You have a lot to atone for and
gardening won't fill that void. In the years or days left to you, you must “undo the deed”, turning your
ship directly into the Phoenician wind, and sailing against the fleet. Anything less will be judged as a
continuance of the failure.

